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One of the major factors to achieve superior outcomes in orthodontic treatment is anchorage. Both intra and extra oral devices have been used for anchorage, which a range of disadvantages of these devices could be mentioned. Extra oral anchorage requires patient’s cooperation to increase compliance, whilst, intra-oral anchorage cannot provide optimum anchorage. Today, orthodontic mini-implants are generally used for absolute anchorage. Mini-implants are temporary devices which can be easily surgically placed and removed at the end of the treatment without patient's compliance. The success rate of the mini-implants is mainly affected by accurate positioning. Radiographic evaluation is used to place implants at the proper position not only for success but also to avoid injury of adjacent vital anatomical structures. Generally, two-dimensional radiographs such as periapical, panoramic or bitewing are used. However, these kind of radiologic techniques do not evaluate the exact dimension of the implant area. Recently, cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) has gained a prevailing acceptance in general dentistry. CBCT is not a standard diagnostic tool in orthodontics. Besides, surgical templates can be fabricated according to the radiographic images. Although CBCT provides additional diagnostic information, it gives relatively higher radiation to the patient when compared to the conventional radiographic techniques. Furthermore, surgical templates are not very cheap in price. Therefore, CBCT should be used at narrow inter-radicular areas to avoid perforation of adjacent anatomical structures like maxillary sinus, mandibular canal, or the teeth. This poster presentation aims to discuss the use of CBCT for treatment planning and fabrication of surgical guide for the placement of mini-implants with a series of case reports.
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